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One piece achievements

% of all total achievements players: 40 you must be logged in to compare these statistics to your 84.9% Nice, Zoro! Unleash your first kazuna attack. 84.5% If he wasn't up to it, we'd need a new captain. Defeat 1,000 enemies in one battle. 83.4% We're wanted now! Get one skill poster. 83.2% so long! And thanks for the treasure! Get one
coin. 82.5% We will always be friends!! Complete the legend diary prologue. 81.7% I can't do anything right, so I need the help! Unleash 20 or more Kizuna attacks in one battle. 77.4% no problem, Captain! Release your first mother-in-law's head. 71.3% save me, Sniper King! Unleash your first hero power. 71.1% I'm going to beat you!!
Get one skill. 61.5% ... Hey, cook. Give me a hand for a few seconds. Switch teammates for the first time. 54.5% see you head to get an S-Rank results estimate for one episode. 50.6% already has... Such a reliable team. Use Kizuna attacks of 3 different team members in battle 1. 49.4% ahead! The big line! Complete the first chapter of
the Bible diary. 46.9% my prize is 400 million without? Get 20 or more skill posters. 40.9% El Dorado was in the sky the whole time! Complete the second chapter of the Bible diary. 39.0% is definitely a legendary monster!! Defeat over 10,000 enemies through special attacks. 38.6% we're a team, aren't we? Maximize the team level of one
character. Get 100% fairy tale points in one chapter. 37.9% probably have a lot more of these. Obtain 50 or more types of coins. 35.4% you have the scariest power...!! Defeat 300 enemies using a single Kizuna Rush. 35.0% So, what dream do I have to pursue next? Complete 25% or more of the gallery. 34.7% of this hard-to-deal team
complete the third chapter of The Legend Diary. 34.0% as expected of Lafi's team... Defeat over 10,000 enemies through Kizuna attacks. 32.9% Don't underestimate my team! Unleash a special ag attack with four crew members. 29.4% two years later!! In the Savody Archipelago!!! Complete the fourth chapter of the Biblical diary. 29.2%
common sense does not apply in this ocean! Complete five or more islands in your dream diary. 26.3% I'll take you all! Even tens of thousands of people! Defeat over 100,000 enemies. 24.0% we just need to find out when we get there! Complete 15 or more islands in your dream diary. 23.9% We will carry his ideals on! Complete the last
chapter of the Legend Log. 20.5% you grew up to be a good person. That hat looks good on you...! Gain 20 or more skills. 19.5% I'll be the legendary hero !!! Use hero power at least 100 times. 15.6% have so many! And it's scattered everywhere! Obtain 100 or more types of coins. 15.4% If we meet now, the promise will change, Laddie.
Complete the dream diary. 13.5% will come down the road and come with me! Release all characters. 11.2% I'll only grow Breach the growth limit of one character. 10.7% people's dreams never die!!! Complete the last island in the dream diary. 7.1% of you my whole family increase 20 or more of the staff level figure to Max. Get 100%
legend points in all chapters. 3.7% we... Knows everything in all of history... Complete the entire gallery. 2.0% I'm going to be king of pirates! Achieved all the achievements. Achievements.
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